KISKA is Designing Desire
Great design has the capacity to attract attention, stir emotion and spark loyalty for
your brand. This is what we call Designing Desire and it is not just a vision, it’s the brand
promise we live up to for our clients everyday.

Sports Apparel Designer
The position of sports apparel designer
at KISKA offers a unique opportunity to
work for some of the world’s top brands,
producing premium functional and casual
wear.

all stages of the process – from developing
the full concept, to the development of
cuts and production data, interacting with
suppliers, and right up to presenting the
finished products.

This is a unique opportunity to have a
direct influence on the design and style
of the company’s apparel whilst making
your own mark. As part of the international
and interdisciplinary team, you will have
contact points across various services.
Working alongside specialists in fields
such as strategic consultancy, research,
brand innovation, transportation design,
product communication, corporate
design, photography and film, project
management, digital media, marketing
and more – you will benefit from our world
class team’s knowledge and experience,
whilst adding to your own.

Your experience:

Your qualifications and accountabilities:
As our Sports apparel designer you will
combine your passion for sports with your
design background to create a unique
style for our customers’ functional gear.
You will skillfully manage a fine balance
between the fashion aspect and garment
functionality, delivering a special gear
experience for the user! You will take the
reigns and deliver exceptional products
and so will need to be able to perform at

Through your education and a design
career of at least 3 – 5 years in positions
at international sports apparel companies,
you will be able to demonstrate how you
have not only grown your experience,
but also developed your own style.
You will already have experience with
functional sports gear, along with having
designed casual wear before. An interest
in motorcycles or similar action sports
will enable you to meet the technical
background required to design functional
and fashionable power wear, with a
detailed understanding of the end user.
You are flexible about what you design,
whether apparel or accessories, and
are confident enough in the strength of
your design expertise to carry concepts
through to supporting the color and trim
department on motorcycles where needed.
In conclusion, if your German language
skills are excellent, your English is fluent
and you see the job description as “made
for you” then take the next step in your
career and apply for this ideal opportunity
at KISKA today.
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About KISKA:
KISKA co-creates desirable brand
experiences by placing the brand at the
centre of the product and the product
at the centre of the brand. Some of
the world’s best brands trust KISKA to
sharpen, shape and create their future,
delivering on their brand’s unique values
by working closely with them and thinking
creatively. Brand has the capacity to attract
attention, stir emotion and spark loyalty.
This is what we call Designing Desire and
it is the brand promise that we live up to
everyday.
KISKA GmbH
St. Leonharder-Straße 4
5081 Anif-Salzburg, Austria
www.kiska.com
Compliant with Austrian legal provisions: We
offer a monthly salary of € 2.100 gross (fulltime)
for this position, with a willingness to overpay
depending on qualification and experience

